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Within-Family Environmental Transmission
of Drug Abuse
A Swedish National Study
Kenneth S. Kendler, MD; Henrik Ohlsson, PhD; Kristina Sundquist, MD, PhD; Jan Sundquist, MD, PhD

Context: Drug abuse (DA) strongly runs in families. Does
this result solely from genetic factors or does the family
environment contribute?
Objective: To determine the familial environmental contribution to the risk for DA.
Design: Follow-up in 9 public databases (1961-2009)
in siblings and spouses.
Setting: Sweden.
Participants: A total of 137 199 sibling pairs and 7561
spousal pairs containing a proband with DA and matched
control probands.
Main Outcome Measures: Drug abuse recorded in
medical, legal, or pharmacy registry records.
Results: In the best-fit model, which contained signifi-

cant linear, quadratic, and cubic effects, among full sibling pairs containing a proband with DA, the relative risk
for DA in the sibling declined from more than 6.0 for siblings born within 2 years of each other to less than 4.5
when born 10 years apart. Controlling for age differ-
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ences in full sibling pairs, the hazard rate for DA in a sibling when the affected proband was older vs younger was
1.42 (95% CI, 1.31-1.54). In the best-fit model, which
contained significant linear, quadratic, and cubic effects, among spousal pairs containing a proband with DA,
the relative risk for DA in the spouse declined from more
than 25.0 within 1 year of proband DA registration to 6.0
after 5 years.
Conclusions: Controlling for genetic effects by examining only full siblings, sibling resemblance for the risk
for DA was significantly greater in pairs closer vs more
distant in age. Older siblings more strongly transmitted
the risk for DA to their younger siblings than vice versa.
After one spouse is registered for DA, the other spouse
has a large short-lived increase in DA risk. These results
support strong familial environmental influences on DA
at various life stages. A complete understanding of the
familial transmission of DA will require knowledge of how
genetic and familial environmental risk factors act and
interact over development.
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D

RUG ABUSE (DA) RUNS
strongly in families. 1,2
Twin and adoption studies have demonstrated
that genetic factors contribute substantially to this familial aggregation.3-9 However, most studies also suggest that family environment contributes
to the risk for DA.3,5,6,8,9 In a national Swedish adoption study of DA, we found that
genetic risk—indexed by DA and other externalizing disorders in biological parents—and familial environmental risk—
indexed by disruptions in the adoptive
home and DA in adoptive siblings—
contributed nearly equally to the risk for
DA in the adopted child.10
We herein attempt to further quantify
and characterize the familial environmen-
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tal contribution to the risk for DA in Sweden. Traditionally, assessments of the family environment compare the degree of
resemblance in special kinds of relationships with inherent power to distinguish
nature from nurture: monozygotic and dizygotic twins and adopted children and
their biological and adoptive relatives. In
this article, we detect and characterize the
impact of familial environmental factors
on the risk for DA by examining 2 of the
most common relationships—full siblings and spouses—using as our laboratory the entire population of Sweden.
With siblings, we evaluated 2 hypotheses. First, age differences between siblings vary widely. Given that peer environment influences the risk for DA and
other externalizing behaviors,11-15 we rea-
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soned that the closer siblings were in age, the more likely
they would share their social environment. Therefore, we
predicted that within sibships containing 1 individual with
DA (the proband), the risk for DA would be higher in
siblings close vs far apart in age from the proband.
Second, the relationship between older and younger
siblings is generally not symmetric. Older siblings typically influence their younger siblings more than vice
versa.16-20 In a review on sibling relationships, Brody stated
that “[n]aturalistic observations of sibling interactions
indicate that siblings enact asymmetrical, complementary roles. . . . Older siblings act as teachers [and] managers . . . when playing with their younger brothers and
sisters, and the younger siblings assume the corresponding learner [and] managee . . . roles.”16(p16)
Furthermore, Newman18 found that second-born individuals in large families reported having more influence on
their younger siblings than on their older siblings. We predicted that in sibships with a drug-abusing proband, the
risk for DA would be higher in the proband’s younger siblings than in the proband’s older siblings.
Spouses are correlated in the risk for substance use
disorders.21-27 The degree to which this results from assortative mating or environmental effects remains unclear.21,22,26-28 We tested for shared environmental influences on DA between spouses by examining whether, after
1 was registered for DA, their spouse had a temporal spike
in DA registration.
We hope that these analyses will contribute to a better understanding of the social transmission of DA, thereby
facilitating effective prevention strategies.
METHODS
As outlined elsewhere,10 we linked comprehensive register
and health care data from multiple nationwide Swedish
sources to form a DA database using the unique individual
Swedish 10-digit personal identification number assigned at
birth for all residents. This identification number was
replaced by a serial number to preserve confidentiality. Our
database contained 9 sources:
1. The Swedish Hospital Discharge Register included all hospitalizations for people in Sweden from 1964 through 2009.
2. The Swedish Prescribed Drug Register included all prescriptions in Sweden picked up by patients from July 1, 2005,
through December 31, 2009.
3. The Swedish Mortality Register contained all causes of
death and time of death from 1961 through 2009.
4. The National Censuses provided information on education and marital status in 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990.
5. The Total Population Registry included annual data on
education and marital status from 1990 through 2009.
6. The Multi-Generation Register included information on
family relationships for all individuals born in Sweden in 1932
and later.
7. The Outpatient Care Register included information from
outpatient clinics covering all geographic regions in Sweden
from 2001 through 2009, with information on an increasing
number of clinics for each year during this period.
8. The Primary Health Care Register included outpatient
primary care data on diagnoses and time of diagnoses from 2001
through 2007 for 1 million patients from Stockholm and middle
Sweden.

9. The Swedish Suspicion Register included nationwide data
on all individuals strongly suspected of crime, including DA,
from 1998 through 2007.
Drug abuse was identified in the Swedish medical registries by the eighth, ninth, and tenth revisions of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes (ICD-8: drug dependence [304]; ICD-9: drug psychoses [292] and drug
dependence [304]; ICD-10: mental and behavioral disorders due
to psychoactive substance use [F10-F19], except those due to
alcohol [F10] or tobacco [F17]) as well as in the Suspicion Register by codes 5011 and 5012, which reflect crimes related to
DA. Crimes related only to alcohol abuse or to trafficking in
or possession of drugs of abuse were excluded. Drug abuse was
identified in individuals (excluding those suffering from cancer) in the Prescribed Drug Register who had retrieved (on average) more than 4 defined daily doses for 12 months of either
hypnotics and sedatives (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System codes N05C and N05BA) or opioids (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System code N02A).
We restricted the diagnosis of DA to individuals older than the
age of 10 years, except from the Prescribed Drug Register, where
the age limit was set at 18 years. Registration for DA in the birth
cohort from 1950 through 1993 was highly correlated across
our sources with all odds ratios (ORs), except for one (crime
and prescription) exceeding 20.10 This study was approved by
the ethics committee of Lund University in Malmö, Sweden.

SAMPLES
These analyses were based on 2 databases. The first began by
double entering all sibling pairs in the Swedish population and
required that (1) the proband was born between 1950 and 1993,
(2) the proband’s sibling was born between 1940 and 1993, and
(3) both the proband and the sibling were alive after 1972. In
total, the database consisted of 7 210 949 sibling pairs, from
which we selected pairs where at least 1 sibling who we defined as the proband was registered with DA during the period
from 1973 through 2009.
For the second database, we double entered all married
couples in Sweden during the period from 1990 through 2007.
From this total database of 4 778 556 couples, we selected pairs
where at least 1 was registered with DA during the period from
1990 through 2009.
International Classification of Diseases codes from the Hospital Discharge and Outpatient Care registers included the abused
substance. No such information was available from the Suspicion Register. For the 31 661 and 3648 unique cases from these
registers used in the sibling and spousal analyses, respectively, the 4 most common drug classes were sedatives/
hypnotics (75%), stimulants (29%), opiates (25%), and cannabis (22%) among the sibling pairs and sedatives/hypnotics
(49%), opiates (29%), stimulants (11%), and cannabis (7%)
among the spousal pairs (the percentages of cases sum to greater
than 100% because subjects had multiple diagnoses).

STATISTICAL METHODS
We conducted 3 different analyses. First, we looked at aggregation of DA among siblings and examined resemblance as a
function of their age differences. Probands were defined as individuals registered for DA from 1973 through 2009, who had
at least 1 nontwin full sibling living in Sweden from 1973
through 2009. For each DA proband, we specified all possible
case-sibling pairs consisting of the proband and each of his or
her full siblings (who were or were not registered with DA).
For each pair, we randomly selected 5 control sibling pairs
matched to case pairs by sex, birth year, country of birth, and
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education. Individuals were eligible as control subjects if they
lived in Sweden at the time of the case proband’s DA registration and were not registered with DA prior to the time of the
case proband’s registration. However, they could be registered
later with DA.
Analyses were conducted using conditional logistic regression. In the first set of analyses, DA in a sibling (yes/no) was
used as the independent variable. In the second set of analyses, the age difference between the sibling and the proband was
used as the main predictor variable. We modeled this as a continuous variable where it was most sensible to define the absence of DA in the sibling as zero. Therefore, for cases where
there was DA in the sibling, we transformed the age differences between the proband and sibling as follows: DA in the
sibling and 0 to less than 2 years age difference between siblings was recoded to 15, DA in the sibling and 2 to less than 3
years age difference was recoded to 14, and so on, ending with
DA in the sibling and 15⫹ years age difference recoded to 1.
Note that given this transformation, a positive linear effect predicted the highest rate of DA in the sibling when the age difference between the proband and sibling was 0 to less than 2
years. We examined linear, quadratic, and cubic effects for this
age difference. All analyses were stratified based on the 4 types
of sibling pairs: male-male, male-female, female-male, and female-female. Because a proband could be included several times,
we adjusted for the nonindependence by using a robust sandwich estimator. A total of 25 416 case probands could not be
matched to 5 control probands and were excluded. The most
common reason for failure was that the proband was born outside Sweden.
Our second set of analyses examined the difference in risk
to a younger vs older sibling of a DA proband. These analyses
began with all sibling pairs (excluding twins) born from 1950
through 1993 who were double entered. From this database,
we selected all pairs where at least 1 individual—the proband—
had DA. For sibling pairs where both had DA, the first individual found in the DA register was selected as the proband
and the second as the sibling. Because of the possibility of differential right censoring (the older sibling will always have more
years of exposure), we used a Cox proportional hazard regression with DA in the sibling as the outcome. The key predictor
was a dummy variable that defined whether the sibling was
younger or older than the proband. Control variables included linear and quadratic effects of age difference between
the sibling and the proband, the sex of the proband and sibling, birth cohort, and relevant interactions. Because a proband could be included several times in the analyses, we adjusted for the nonindependence with a robust sandwich
estimator.
Our third set of analyses examined aggregation of DA among
spouses. We began by selecting, as case probands, all subjects
who were in the state of being married the year prior to their
first registration for DA. Five control probands were chosen randomly among individuals who lived in Sweden at the time of
the case proband’s DA and not registered for DA prior to the
time of the case proband’s DA. Control probands were matched
to case probands by age, sex, country of birth, and education
(measured the year before the date of diagnosis). The control
proband also had to be married the same year as the case proband. When spouses were registered for DA in the Suspicion
Register in the same year, we eliminated them to avoid biasing
upward the spousal association solely from both potentially being
arrested for the same criminal event.
Using conditional logistic regression, we first investigated
whether the risk for DA in the spouse of the case proband was
elevated compared with the risk for DA in the spouse of the
control proband. In the second analysis, the differences (in years)
in registration for DA between spouses were used as the main

Table 1. Sources of Registration for Drug Abuse
in the Sibling and Spouse Samples
No. (%)
Register
Suspicion
Hospital Discharge
Outpatient Care
Primary Health Care
Mortality
Prescription Drug

Spouses
1979 (26.2)
3927 (51.9)
2190 (29.0)
68 (0.9)
21 (0.3)
1710 (22.6)

predictor variable. As with the sibling analyses, we treated this
as a continuous variable, where we defined the absence of DA
in the spouse as zero. Therefore, for cases where the spouse
did have DA, we transformed the years between registration
for DA in the proband and the spouse as follows: DA in the
spouse and 0 to less than 1 year difference between spouses in
the registration of DA was recoded to 20, DA in the spouse and
1 to less than 2 years difference among spouses in registration
of DA was recoded to 19, and so on, ending with DA in spouse
and 20⫹ years difference recoded to 1. We examined the linear, quadratic, and cubic effects, as well as the sex of the spouse.
Given the transformation of this variable, a positive linear effect would predict the highest rate of DA when the spouse was
registered for DA within 1 year of proband registration. A total
of 452 case probands could not be matched to 5 control probands and were excluded from the analysis.
RESULTS

DA RISK IN SIBLINGS
AS A FUNCTION OF AGE DIFFERENCES
We identified 137 199 proband sibling pairs with DA
(mean [SD] age, 29 [11] years; 65% male) who could be
matched with 685 995 control proband sibling pairs. The
sources of registration for the siblings with DA are seen
in Table 1. The mean (SD) number of siblings for cases
and control subjects were 1.84 (1.17) (range, 1-16) and
1.80 (1.11) (range, 1-17), respectively. We first examined whether the risk for DA in the sibling of the case
proband was elevated compared with the risk for DA in
the sibling of the control proband. The results from the
conditional logistic regression showed that the risk for
DA was substantially higher in siblings of case vs control probands (OR, 5.29; 95% CI, 5.19-5.40). The association for a diagnosis of DA was considerably higher in
same-sex pairs (brother-brother: OR, 6.37; 95% CI, 6.196.56, and sister-sister: OR, 5.37; 95% CI, 5.08-5.67) than
in opposite-sex pairs (brother-sister: OR, 4.27; 95% CI,
4.09-4.46, and sister-brother: OR, 4.33; 95% CI, 4.154.52). If the proband sibling with DA was male, 9.1% (95%
CI, 8.9-9.3) of his male siblings and 3.1% (95% CI, 3.03.2) of his female siblings had DA. The corresponding
figures when the proband was female were 6.6% (95%
CI, 6.4-6.8) and 4.0% (95% CI, 3.8-4.2), respectively.
We then fitted a conditional logistic regression model
with the between-sibling age difference as the independent variable. As outlined in the “Methods” section, this
variable was transformed so that ORs of greater than 1.0
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Siblings
40 774 (51.4)
39 210 (49.4)
24 014 (30.3)
489 (0.6)
737 (0.9)
6407 (8.1)
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Figure 1. The relationship between age difference and the risk for drug
abuse (DA) among siblings of case probands with DA vs siblings of matched
control subjects. We show results, predicted by the best-fit model up to 11
years difference between siblings, for all sibling pairs and the 4 sex
combinations: male case/male sibling, male case/female sibling, female
case/male sibling, and female case/female sibling.

Table 2. Results From Full Cox Proportional Hazards Model
for the Risk for Drug Abuse as a Function of Whether
the Drug Abuse–Affected Sibling Was Older vs Younger

Variable
Older vs younger sibling
Age differences
Age differences2
Sibling pair by sex
Male-male
Male-female
Female-female
Female-male
Birth cohort
1950-1959
1960-1969
1970-1979
1980-1993
Interaction terms
Older sibling, age differences
Older sibling, female-female
Older sibling, female-male

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

Duration of Follow-up, y

Age Difference Between Siblings, y

Hazard Ratio
(95% CI)

12

P
Value

1.42 (1.31-1.54)
0.88 (0.87-0.90)
1.01 (1.00-1.01)

70.2
128.9
38.8

⬍.001
⬍.001
⬍.001

1.0 [Reference]
0.35 (0.33-0.37)
0.52 (0.47-0.58)
0.73 (0.66-0.80)

1341.5
135.1
42.4

⬍.001
⬍.001
⬍.001

1.0 [Reference]
1.65 (1.54-1.77)
2.95 (2.75-3.17)
3.90 (3.63-4.20)

195.4
885.2
1390.1

⬍.001
⬍.001
⬍.001

1.03 (1.02-1.04)
0.85 (0.74-0.98)
0.87 (0.77-0.98)

15.6
5.0
5.1

⬍.001
.03
.02

indicated an inverse association between the age difference of the proband and sibling and the risk for DA in
the sibling. We found significant linear (OR per year, 1.62;
95% CI, 1.56-1.69), quadratic (OR, 0.95; 95% CI, 0.950.96), and cubic (OR, 1.002; 95% CI, 1.001-1.002) effects. We also fitted similar models for the 4 types of sibling pairs: male-male, male-female, female-male, and
female-female.
The results of these analyses are depicted in
Figure 1. Examining first all pairs, the relative risk
for DA was more than 6 for a sibling born within 1
year of the proband and declined to around 5 when

Figure 2. The cumulative probability of receiving a drug abuse (DA)
diagnosis over a 20-year follow-up period for siblings where the older vs
younger sibling had DA as predicted from the full Cox model, the results of
which are given in Table 2.

the age span was 3 to 4 years. The relative risk then
declined more slowly to approximately 4 for siblings
born 10 years from the proband. The curve is very
similar for male-male pairs. For female-female proband sibling pairs, the decline in risk was steeper. The
2 opposite-sex proband sibling combinations were
similar. The relative risk exceeded 4.5 for those born 0
to 2 years apart and gradually declined to slightly less
than 4 for those born 10 years apart. The decline was
significant for all types of sibling pairs.
DA RISK IN OLDER VS YOUNGER SIBLINGS
OF A PROBAND SIBLING WITH DA
We examined 142 159 sibling pairs containing at least 1
proband sibling with DA. Our Cox model predicted the hazard ratio for DA in siblings of an affected proband. The proportional hazards assumption was fulfilled for the main variable of interest, DA in siblings. However, it was violated
for the control variable of age differences. Therefore, we
included an interaction term between follow-up time and
age differences in the model (not shown in Table 2). Controlling for linear and quadratic effects of the age difference between the siblings, sex combination of the sibling
pair, birth cohort, and interaction terms, the hazard ratio
for DA in siblings was significantly greater when the proband was older than when the proband was younger (hazard ratio, 1.42, 95% CI, 1.31-1.54) (Table 2). This overall
effect is illustrated in Figure 2.
Interaction analyses indicated that the impact on the
risk for DA of having an older vs a younger affected sibling significantly differed across the 4 sibling pair sex combinations. As seen in Figure 3 (A-D), which depicts the
predicted risk for DA at a 20-year follow-up, this effect
was greatest in male-male pairs, least in female-female
pairs, and intermediate in the 2 opposite-sex pair combinations. Our analysis also showed that the increase in
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Figure 3. The risk for drug abuse (DA) as predicted from a Cox model, the details of which are presented in Table 2, at 20-year follow-up from the diagnosis of DA
in the proband. A, The results depict the risk when the male proband with DA is older vs younger than the male sibling, as a function of the age difference between
them. B, The results depict the risk when the male proband with DA is older vs younger than the female sibling, as a function of the age difference between them.
C, The results depict the risk when the female proband with DA is older vs younger than the female sibling, as a function of the age difference between them.
D, The results depict the risk when the female proband with DA is older vs younger than the male sibling, as a function of the age difference between them.

risk for DA to a sibling who is younger vs older than an
affected proband increased 3% for every year of age difference between the siblings.
DA RISK IN SPOUSES
AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
AFTER PROBAND’S DA REGISTRATION
We identified 7561 married case probands with DA
(mean [SD] age, 40 [8] years; 52% male) and 37 805
matched married control probands. The sources of
registration for the spouses with DA are seen in
Table 1. The results from the conditional logistic
regression showed that the risk for DA was substantially higher in spouses of case vs control probands
(OR, 8.51; 95% CI, 7.58-9.56). Little difference was
seen in the risk to wives of male case vs control probands (OR, 8.31; 95% CI, 7.05-9.81) and husbands of
female case vs control probands (OR, 8.71; 95% CI,
7.41-10.23). Among the proband spouses who were
male, 8.9% (95% CI, 8.0-9.8) of their spouses had DA.
The corresponding figure when the proband spouse
was female was 10.4% (95% CI, 9.4-11.4).

We then fitted a conditional logistic regression model
with years since DA registration in the proband as an independent variable. As outlined in the “Methods” section, this variable was transformed so that ORs of greater
than 1.0 indicated an inverse association between the years
from DA registration in the proband and the risk for DA
in the spouse. We found a strong positive linear effect
(OR per year, 2.15; 95% CI, 1.88-2.46), a substantial negative quadratic effect (OR, 0.92; 95% CI, 0.91-0.94), and
a slightly positive cubic effect (OR, 1.003; 95% CI, 1.0021.003). The results were very similar when examined in
the wives of affected men and husbands of affected
women.
The risk curves predicted from our model are seen
in Figure 4. The relative risk for DA registration in
spouses of case vs control probands was dramatically
elevated with a relative risk of approximately 25
within 1 year of the proband spouse’s DA registration.
This declined steadily during the ensuing 4 years to a
stable relative risk of approximately 6. A nearly identical pattern was seen in spouses of male vs female DA
probands.
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Figure 4. The relative risk of registration for drug abuse (DA) in the spouse
of a case proband with DA vs a control proband.

COMMENT

We previously found strong evidence for the impact of
familial environmental factors on the risk for DA in Swedish adopted children.10 In this article, we examined
whether these results could be confirmed and generalized in the more typical familial relationships of siblings
and spouses in the entire population of Sweden. From
this rich set of findings, 4 are particularly worthy of
emphasis.
First, consistent with much prior data,1,2,21-23,25-27 we
found that the risk for DA in Sweden was strongly correlated in siblings and spouses. Our estimate of sibling
resemblance for DA (OR, 5.3) was similar to a 4.5-fold
increased risk for DA obtained by Merikangas et al2 in
first-degree relatives of drug-abusing probands and a 6.7fold increased risk for DA seen in first-degree relatives
of opiate-abusing probands by Rounsaville et al.29 In our
sibling pairs, opposite-sex pairs resembled one another
less strongly for the risk for DA than same-sex pairs. From
such data alone, it was not possible to determine whether
this pattern arose because of genetic or environmental
factors.
Second, in sibships containing a proband with DA, the
risk for DA in other siblings was strongly correlated with
the age differences between them. The risk for DA was
nearly twice as great for a sibling born in the same year
as a drug-abusing proband sibling as it was for a sibling
born 10 years apart. Critically, these results isolated environmental effects because we only examined full siblings, all of whom had the same degree of genetic relationship. The decline in risk as a function of age difference
was considerably steeper in sister-sister vs brotherbrother pairs. This has no plausible genetic explanation. Rather, these results suggest that the environmental effects impacting resemblance for DA in brothers decay
more slowly as a function of sibling differences in age
than the environmental effects shared by sisters.
Third, controlling for multiple factors including the
age difference between siblings, having an older sibling

with DA conveys a 42% greater risk for DA than having
a younger drug-abusing sibling. This effect also cannot
result from genetic factors as we again examined only full
siblings. However, these effects were much stronger in
male-male vs female-female sibling pairs. That is, with
respect to the risk for DA, an abusing older brother carried much more risk for his younger brother than vice
versa. With sisters, this difference was more modest. Interestingly, the overall difference in risk from an older
vs a younger sibling grew greater as the difference in years
between the siblings increased. As shown in Figure 3, this
was because the risk for DA declined more quickly with
increasing age difference from younger than from older
affected probands.
Fourth, after a proband spouse was registered with DA,
his or her spouse had a 25-fold increased risk for DA registration the same year, which declined to a 6-fold increased risk after 4 to 5 years, thereafter remaining relatively stable. The main question in interpreting spousal
resemblance for DA is the degree to which this resemblance is the result of environmental factors (including
the effects of drug use in one spouse on the other spouse)
or assortative mating where spouses pick one another because of traits correlated with the risk for DA. We sought
to discriminate between these 2 causes of spousal resemblance by using the temporal pattern of DA registration.
We reasoned that if social environmental factors impacted the risk for DA in spouses, after one spouse was
registered for DA, we would see a temporal spike in the
registrations for DA of the other spouse. We indeed observed this pattern. However, the relative risk for DA in
the spouse did not return to unity but rather to a substantially elevated baseline. This stably elevated basal risk
for DA likely reflected the results of assortative mating.
Unlike the results with older siblings, we found no appreciable sex effects in our spousal analysis. Husbands
with drug-abusing wives and wives with drug-abusing
husbands had equally elevated risks.
To summarize, our results in siblings and spouses—
where we could unconfound the impact of genetic vs environmental factors—robustly replicated our previous
adoption findings and prior results from twin and adoption studies, suggesting that environmental factors contributed substantially to the familial transmission of DA.
We are not the first to try to understand the environmental transmission of DA in families by examining sibships. A number of prior studies suggested that siblings
in general, or older siblings specifically, are frequently
important role models and suppliers of drugs.30-36 However, we could locate no studies that explicitly compared the transmission of risk for DA to older vs younger
siblings. We are aware of 1 study that used alcohol use
as the outcome variable to examine the relationship between sibling similarity in age and substance use. Consistent with our results for DA, McGue et al37 found that
the resemblance for alcohol use was significantly greater
among sibling pairs who were near vs distant in age in
adoptive families.
Brook et al38 usefully suggested that siblings can influence the risk for DA in 3 major ways: (1) influencing
attitudes toward drug use, (2) providing a behavioral
model for drug use and misuse, and (3) serving as a source
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of drugs of abuse. It is plausible that the potency of all 3
of these potential mechanisms would be greater in older
vs younger siblings, as well as greater in siblings closer
vs more distant in age. Social learning theory39 predicts
that the potency of a role model depends on the strength
of the identification of the subject with the model. Consistent with our data, this would predict stronger modeling for siblings of the same sex and siblings close in
age to one another.
Prior studies have consistently documented that
spouses are substantially correlated for drug use, DA, and
related externalizing syndromes.21-27 For example, in 519
Canadian spouses, the OR for DA in spouses was 12.4.25
More interest has been paid to the nature and etiology
of assortative mating than the shared environmental effects contributing to spousal resemblance, which have
been variously termed marital influence,21 marital contamination,24 convergence,28 or contagion.22 Of those studies that directly examined the etiology of spousal resemblance for illicit drug use, abuse, or smoking and alcohol
consumption, most21,26,27 but not all28 suggested that it
arises largely through assortative mating. Our results are
inconsistent with this conclusion. While our findings are
insufficiently fine-grained to determine the precise mechanism (eg, does one spouse actively encourage the other
to join in illicit substance use and misuse or do common friends or other social influences impact on both
spouses), the strong temporal association between DA
registration in members of spousal pairs strongly suggests an environmental influence at work. However, our
finding that, after the temporal spike is over, spouses return to a quite elevated baseline risk for DA suggests that
assortative mating also occurs for DA-related traits.
These results should be interpreted in the context of
3 potentially important method limitations. First, this
study was confined to 1 Scandinavian country and only
further research can determine whether the findings would
generalize to other cultural and ethnic groups.
Second, we detected subjects with DA from medical,
legal, and pharmacy records. This method has the
advantage of not relying on accurate respondent recall
and reporting. However, we cannot rule out falsenegative or false-positive diagnoses, precisely estimate
these biases, or know the distribution of the classes of
abused psychoactive substances for the entire sample.
However, a large-scale epidemiologic study of DA conducted in neighboring Norway, which has similar rates
of drug use and abuse,40,41 found lifetime prevalence
rates of DSM-III-R42 DA quite similar to those found
using our registry-based methods.43 This makes largescale underascertainment unlikely, at least for the more
severe forms of DA.
Third, could our results artifactually stem from systematic police practices? If an individual was arrested for
DA, would police provide closer surveillance to his siblings or spouse leading to an increased likelihood of arrest and conviction? Might police keep under closer surveillance the younger vs the older sibling of a convicted
drug abuser? To address this possible bias, we repeated
all major analyses presented here removing cases of DA
identified only through the Suspicion Register. In no case
did the pattern of findings substantially change.

In conclusion, using objective nationwide data from
Sweden, we found evidence from both sibling and
spousal relationships that, controlling for genetic factors, familial environmental factors were potent influences on the risk for DA. We robustly replicated and
generalized our previous findings from our Swedish
adoption sample in the present study population, which
was considerably larger and more representative. Given
prior strong evidence for the etiologic role of genetic
factors in DA, these results clearly illustrate the etiologic complexity of DA. Furthermore, they illuminate
the essential research task awaiting us, which is to
understand how genetic and familial environmental risk
factors act and interact over development to render
individuals at low vs high risk for DA.
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